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CHAPTERR 13. CHANGE IN CONSUMPTION AND IN NUTRITIONAL STATUS
13.11 SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
13.1.11 NEW APPROACH TOWARD AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION
Inn this chapter emphasis will be on improved food security as a result of changes in
consumptionn and nutritional status. The two elements are taken together in one chapter
becausee they are closely linked and changing consumption is the only source of change in
nutritionall status.
AA 1987 publication of the United Nations sponsored Brundtland Commission [81] report
"Ourr Common Future", draws much attention to the concept of "Sustainable Development".
Itt is a term everyone seems to like, but nobody is sure exactly what it means. The report
definedd it as a development that meets the needs of the present without sacrificing the
abilityy of the future to meet the needs of the global population. The question of course will
bee immediately "What are "the needs"? Such a vague definition allows a broad consensus,
andd it becomes a breeding ground for disagreement. Or it can be used under almost all
circumstancess by any government.
Inn LTC research paper # 129 [55] Maxwell and Wiebe conclude that improved
understandingg of the impact of both evolutionary and statutory changes in tenure rules
governingg control over and access to land and natural resources will inform food policy.
Understandingg of the dynamic interaction between access to land and access to food may
alsoo provide food policymakers with a wider menu of tools with which to address foodrelatedd problems.
AA threat in countries in transition is overexcitation of resources in a situation of shortage
followedd by not enough good years with sufficient yields to restore depleted assets leading
too in-sustainability in the long run. This will result in food insecurity. It will also enable
wealthierr farmers to gain in endowments over the poorer ones in due time, making the
poorerr ones more rapidly and persistently food insecure.
Heree the call for more international donor support for agro-biological research by Serageldin
mightt be a way to perceive long term sustainability. In an interview in Newsweek "Can we
feedd our world?" in 1998 Ismail Serageldin [75] states: "There is no way of dealing with
poverty,, protection of the environment, or food without transforming agricultural production
att the small holder level in developing countries. But we are, in parallel, on the cusp of a
neww revolution in the biological sciences. Now we are getting into the manipulation of
genes,, all sorts of possibilities are opening up. The application that plants are more droughtresistant,, more salt tolerant, more resistant to pests without pesticides." It is useful to recall
heree the example of India given by him while presenting a paper at Ohio State University
[74]] in 1998. In that country food production rose from 7 million tons in 1961 to 197 million
tonss in 1990 on almost the same area of arable land, mainly because of the application of
newlyy developed seeds with bio-technology.
13.1.22 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Inn the National Food Security Policy of the Kyrgyz Republic report [44], policy issue # 5
dealss with "Management of Natural Agricultural Resources". The reported background of
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thiss issue is that the way farming's main natural resources, soil, water, and natural
vegetation,, are being exploited has very important consequences on the agricultural
economy,, on the National Food Balance, and on food security. It has also direct implications
onn the environment, on nature conservation, and on local biological balances. On the one
hand,, some farm policies such as market and price stability, security of land tenure,
adequatee irrigation methods, community control on access to grazing land in the mountain
range,, proper animal feeding principles, and availability of adequate rural services, are
factorss which can motivate farmers towards conservative natural resources management
attitudes,, without having to impose too much of a constraint. On the other hand
inappropriatee policies can all too easily result in improper use of soil, inconsiderate
utilizationn of water, overgrazing of range-land, excessive deforestation, and consequently
leadd to soil erosion, water logging, salinization, and severe depletion of precious natural
resources.. As the report states it: "In order to maintain food stability during future years, it is
thee Government's policy to optimize the use of the three basic natural resources, farmland,
water,, and range-land, needed for a sustainable domestic food production. It means at the
samee time increasing the productivity of each of these resources, and to set rigid standards
inn order to avoid overexploitation. A policy of preservation of the nation's vast natural capital
iss considered to be a guarantee of a continuously stable National Food Balance".
Seriouss attention for environmental issues is shown in the report, but it remains to be seen
howw much of it is just political rhetoric and what can really be accomplished.
13.22 ASSESSMENT OF CONSUMPTION AND NUTRITIONAL STATUS
13.2.11 MEASURING CONSUMPTION AND NUTRITIONAL STATUS
Howw can we find data for this 'branch' of the model that concentrates on change in
consumptionn and change in nutritional status?
Improvedd (agricultural)
production n

(5) )

Changee in income

(6) )

Economicc Development
(&& Rural development)
Higherr (agricultural) yields
Higherr land values

Changee in consumption

(8) )

Changee in Nutritional
Status s

(9) )

(7) )

Underr ideal circumstances of research, counting the daily calorie intake will be done for
measuringg food security. The World Bank uses a diet of at least 2000 calories a day for food
security.. Checking the intake of a selection of a population, is a time-consuming and costly
activity.. Another factor seriously limiting the possibility to look in detail to calorie intake is the
weakk reliability of statistics in most countries in transition. There is still a kind of barter
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economyy in the rural areas limiting reflection of the real situation of reported data.
Researcherss have used several measures on the basis of strategies for coping with food
insufficiency.. Human beings are no passive victims of food insufficiency, they will actively try
too diminish the effects of food insufficiency. If these effects could be recognized and
describedd it would most likely give a good proxy for food security, but again that takes a
considerablee amount of time.
13.2.22 CHANGE IN DEMAND FOR SPECIFIC FOOD
Dataa presented at the National Food Security Policy Seminar in July 1999, in Bishkek,
providee insight into changes in consumption and changes in nutritional status. A table on
agriculturall production in the Kyrgyz Republic in chapter 12 indicates that there are
obviouslyy some changes in demand for specific food and so expectedly a change in
consumption.. This is of course only an indicator, because export and import of agricultural
productss should also be taken into account. However, all reports underline that most of the
agriculturall production is for domestic use (For example grain export is marginal and
estimatedd to be around 20,000 tons annually or less than 1.25% of the national production
inn 1999). Agricultural production in the Kyrgyz Republic has developed according to the
followingg table derived from statistical data provided by Natskomstat:
Thiss table shows the total production in Kyrgyzstan in 1000 tons
Wheat t
Barley y
Corn n
Rice e

1990 0 1991 1 1992 2 1993 3 1994 4 1995 5 1996 6 1997 7 1998 8 1999 9
482.3 3 434.2 2 627.9 9 212916 6 565.7 7 624.7 7 964.1 1 1273.7 7 1204 4 1109.1 1
591.6 6 556.4 4 582.0 0 477.0 0 288.2 2 158.8 8 166.4 4 151.6 6 161.7 7 179.8 8
406.0 0 364.4 4 280.7 7 183.7 7 129.3 3 116.0 0 182.2 2 170.6 6 227.8 8 308.5 5
15.1 1
9.3 3 11.7 7 U . l l
6.7 7
4.0 0
2.3 3
2.8 8
2.5 5
2.1 1

Cotton n

80.9 9

12.7 7 134.6 6 220.2 2 114.2 2 108.1 1 189.8 8 205.5 5 529.3 3 536.1 1
62.4 4 52.4 4 49.2 2 53.8 8 74.8 8 73.1 1 62.4 4 77.9 9 86.9 9

Tobacco o

53.9 9

49.3 3

43.1 1

48.6 6

36.4 4

17.6 6

17.9 9

25.8 8

28.1 1

29.9 9

Vegetablee oil crop

10.3 3

4.8 8

6.3 3

7.1 1

14.2 2

25.2 2

34.9 9

37.9 9

43.8 8

58.0 0

Sugarr beet

Potatoes s
Vegetables s
Melons s
Fruitss /Berries
Grapes s
Hay y
Fodder r

1.7 7

365.5 5 326.3 3 362.3 3 .330.8 8 311.0 0 431.6 6 562.4 4 678.0 0 773.6 6 957.6 6
487.3 3 399.9 9 404.0 0 259.3 3 265.6 6 318.4 4 368.5 5 478.1 1 555.9 9 719.3 3
71.4 4
140.9 9
43.3 3

46.6 6

63.5 5

32.5 5

18.6 6

18.9 9

23.2 2

40.5 5

85.3 3 117.5 5

45.1 1

79.1 1

67.3 3

82.8 8 110.7 7 102.6 6 100.8 8

31.0 0

9.2 2

17.6 6

19.7 7

14.3 3

54.3 3
29.3 3

38.3 3
22.7 7

17.2 2

18.1 1

1097.9 9 986.2 2 1001.6 6 943.3 3 856.2 2 906.7 7 955.8 8 899.4 4 905.2 2 907.5 5
3588.1 1 3262.3 3 3316.1 1 2716.0 0 1924.7 7 1009.6 6 734.0 0 602.5 5 552.6 6 379.3 3

Thee table confirms the claim in the national food security report of self-sufficiency in wheat,
butt a decrease in the less important production of barley. The traditional and popular Kyrgyz
dishh is 'bishbarmak' a kind of pasta from wheat (in the south sometimes rice) mixed with
sheepp meat and spices. It is a Kyrgyz word and translated it means 'five fingers', which
explainss the way the dish should be eaten!

Thiss number is obviously a mistake. The actual figure for 1993 will be more likely to be between 700
andd 800
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Anotherr remarkable point is the almost stable production of hay. Private farmers are
obviouslyy able to harvest hay from common pastureland to feed domestic animals. The
decimationn of fodder production confirms the strong drop in livestock production in line with
dataa from other sources. Observations on local markets and talks with citizens reveal that
thee current economic hardship causes them to reduce on the consumption of meat and
changee to a diet pattern that is leaning more toward bread and other wheat based foods.
Thee most exported agricultural products are currently white sugar, uncombed cotton, ethyl
spirits,, cattle skins, and unfermented tobacco. It is remarkable that Kyrgyzstan exports white
sugar,, because the supply of raw sugar is not very reliable and Kyrgyz sugar refineries are
energyy inefficient and technologically obsolete according to WB paper # 394 [58]. Important
importss are raw sugar, vodka, molasses and most of the agricultural inputs such as mineral
fertilizers,, and fuel. Looking at the main products in domestic agriculture it is reasonable to
assumee that the changes in production reflect changes in consumption and this will be even
moree evident over time with the concept of a free market economy spreading. Unless there
iss a considerable amount of food produced that is not consumed - which is not revealed by
reports,, partially observable phenomena, and questions - then the assumption that the
domesticc production of foodstuff reflects consumption can be justified as a good proxy
13.2.33 GROWTH RATE OF THE POPULATION
Ann important factor in matters of food security is the growth rate of the population. The
residentt population of Kyrgyzstan has increased during the past ten years.
Thee table on the next page shows an increase in the population of around 13% in the past
tenn years. It is also interesting to note that there has been no significant occurrence of
migrationn to the cities in the country. On the contrary, the rural population has increased
moree than the urban population.

Numberr of residents
(X1000) )
Kyrgyzz Republic
Men n
Women n

1989 9

1999 9

4,257.7 7
2,077.6 6
2,180.1 1

4,829.1 1
2,385.5 2,385.5
2,443.6 6

Urbann areas
Men n
Women n

1,624.5 5
770.1 1
854.4 4

1,684.9 9
807.0 0
877.9 9

Rurall areas
Men n
Women n

2,633.2 2
1,307.5 5
1,325.7 7

3.144.2 2
1,578.5 5
1,565.7 7

(Source:: The Kyrgyz Mass Media Digest of October 17,1999)
Theree are 1,103,700 households registered in the Kyrgyz Republic. The averagee household
consistss of 4.4 people, in urban areas it is 3.5 and in rural areas 5.0. The largest households
aree in the south and have an average size of 5.5 people.
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13.33 FOOD POLICY IN KYRGYZSTAN
13.3.11 FOOD PRODUCTION STRATEGY
II can use the description of the current food security situation in the national food security
strategyy presented in July 1999. This is reported to be not too positive yet. The final
conclusionn is that a structural food security situation in the country is still not existent. There
iss a volatile and only basic situation of national food security, there are imbalances at
regionall level, and a growing occurrence of food insecurity at household level. Achieving
structurall food security remains a principal and most urgent issue that the government of the
Kyrgyzz Republic must address during the years to come. In order to consolidate the
country'ss current basic food security position on a national level into a structural food
securityy position at all levels (national, regional and household) a comprehensive, coherent
andd integrated strategy is needed. The core of the strategy will focus on the development of
thee agricultural potential of the country. Agricultural development is crucial in terms of
domesticc availability of food, income generation for the overwhelming majority of the
populationn and the single most important driving force for the overall economic development
off the country.
Att independence the Kyrgyz Republic inherited a pattern of depending on large food imports
fromm other FSU republics, mainly wheat and sugar. During the nine years of independence
thee country has successfully met the challenge of achieving basic national food selfsufficiency.. Agricultural production became dominant with wheat production. Bread being
thee basic food commodity, wheat production and trade are an important indicator for
monitoringg the national food security situation. In 1990 domestic wheat production was
aboutt 450,000 ton. Now domestic wheat production is about 1,200,000 ton annually.
However,, in 1999 that amount was not produced and according to an article in the Times of
Centrall Asia [88] of April 13, 2000, the Ministry of Agriculture forecasts a 1,145,000 ton
harvestt for 2000, while about 1,250,000 must be produced to achieve national food security.
Thee Ministry will monitor and analyze the domestic grain market and submit proposals on
thee export and import of grain to the government.
Thee second basic commodity in the Kyrgyz diet is meat (mainly mutton and beef). There
seemm to be sufficient quantities available to meet basic nutritional requirements. Although
statisticss show a drastic reduction in fodder production, Kyrgyzstan nevertheless has
becomee self-sufficient in wheat and in meat products according to the food security policy
report.. Internal flows of foodstuffs remain fairly modest because most regions have
achievedd a certain degree of self-sufficiency in basic food commodities (especially in
wheat).. According to the national food security policy report of July 1999, the country as a
wholee is marginally food secure. Michel Petit [64] strengthens the fact that food security is
nott an incident He argues that food security can only be achieved by substantial
developmentt of human, material, and technological capabilities giving depth and resilience
too broad based food availability and access. Implementing long-term policies engendering
strongg institutions, enhancing the widespread availability of sustainable livelihoods and
instillingg a capacity to withstand food shocks requires a high level of social organization. To
achievee food security, markets have to work; property rights to (rural) land must be
distributedd among the population and policymakers must work also. Taking into account the
currentt persistent economic decline and the poor functioning of markets in the whole
country,, Kyrgyzstan is not yet structurally food secure.
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13.3.22 ASSESSMENT OF THE FOOD SECURITY SITUATION
Ass far as food security is concerned, the measures proposed by the government in the
nationall food security policy report are encouraging (as far as political rhetoric reflects future
reall activity) and could enhance the basis for a food secure Kyrgyzstan in the coming years.
Thee population growth is a point of concern, especially because it seems that much of it is
thee result of emigration from neighboring states where the regime is far less democratic than
thee government of Kyrgyzstan. To illustrate this, a recently published newspaper article (See
annexx E) on cotton production in the region is interesting. Widespread promotion of and
educationn in use of biotechnology, can assist in improving agricultural production. The
applicationn of new agro-technology by well-educated farmers will improve the food security
situationn in the Kyrgyz Republic.
Thee complexity of the effect of a change in institutional arrangements often makes it difficult
too draw dear conclusions. The researchers can not control the effects by changing some of
thee phenomena, because the effects of change simply happen. Generally it is difficult to
distinguishh between the causes or results. For example a higher yield may be the result of
moree efficient land use, but it can also be caused by spending of resources on better quality
seedss or more fertilizers, or by simply expanding the area of land sown. In the case of
Kyrgyzstann however, the complexity is limited by the circumstances. From the previous
chapterss it turns out that there is not significantly more land available for agriculture than
beforee transition, although some pastureland has obviously been converted into arable land.
Thee economic development has not (yet) started and farmers will not have the effect of
moree income to spend. Availability of resources to improve agricultural production is (still)
veryy limited and the use of land as collateral for loans can be ignored.
Thee application of the model for the project restructuring of the agricultural production shows
withh both the reported data on crops and rural employment that Kyrgyz farmers used their
neww opportunities to start farming more efficiently and that rural employment is likely to
increase.. The model leads rapidly to this conclusion by following a logical pattern to analyze
dataa (via the indicators) revealing the development.
13.3.33 ACCESS, AVAILIBILTY AND UTILIZATION
Consumptionn does pre-suppose that there is access to food. Access to food is the start of
foodd security but it is not the only component. In paragraph 2.3.2 apart from access
availabilityy and utilization are also stated as components of food security. While discussing
foodd security it was found that food production in itself does not provide for food security.
Butt at the same time income generation in rural areas is supposed to come from
improvementt of productivity in agricultural production although not necessarily food
production.. Cotton and tobacco are main crops in some areas in Kyrgyzstan.
Againstt the background of most research on food security, the almost one-sided approach
withh focus almost completely and exclusively on food production in the food security policy
off Kyrgyzstan is reason for concern
Accesss to food the ability to acquire food from earnings and transfers - is the start of food
securityy according to research findings. With emphasis on increased food production it can
bee assumed that rural incomes will increase as well, providing for the monetary capacity to
purchasee food in rural areas. In urban areas however this is more complex. A policy on
increasedd food production will most likely benefit primarily rural areas, leaving the urban
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populationn mainly out of the picture. Unless they have access to house plots (of which I
havee seen hardly any in the bigger cities where apartment buildings dominate the residential
areas)) to grow some food, food to consume or to sell or to use in an exchange. Here the
problemm of the generally ignored urban population becomes manifest. When there is no
economicc development, providing for the basic needs of the urban population, the effect of a
privatizationn program linked to agrarian reform, wilt have a negative impact on urban
dwellers.. Their earnings may drop (and in Kyrgyzstan they did drop) leaving them with fewer
possibilitiess to acquire food.
Forr the population in general a food policy focused on food production might give an
assurancee of food availability, the second element in food security policy. But here again it
iss particularly the rural population that will benefit first, because of their closeness to the
agriculturall land where food is produced. In terms of food security the rural population will
alwayss have the possibility to rely on subsistence agriculture which is impossible for the
majorityy of urban dwellers.
Inn several countries of the former USSR an infrastructure to transport food products is
inadequatee and this will add to the disadvantage of urban dwellers in this respect. A clear
signn of this is the amount of farmer's relatives travelling (by bus or private car) each day to
citiess with agricultural products to set up their 'table' shops along the sidewalks.
Andd what about the third element; utilization of food? Observations in Kyrgyzstan show that
theree is a vulnerable dependency on the supply of natural gas and other energy sources
fromm neighboring countries. During the assignment period the supply of natural gas from
Uzbekistann was shut down for several weeks, causing a run on electrical appliances.
Unfortunatelyy the gas was still not available when the winter season started resulting in a
postponedd start of the central heating system. (Central heating in most former communist
countriess is really centralized heating. It means local heating plants where the water is
heatedd and from there supplied to consumers in the buildings). To avoid uncomfortable low
temperaturess inside the apartments, many citizens started to operate cheap and not very
energyy efficient electrical heaters causing regular outages of electricity.
Forr the preparation of food in suburbs of Bishkek citizens had to use wood fires in the back
yardd of their buildings, making the preferred weekend outing a trip to the nearby park to
chopp some extra firewood. Several project staff members - myself not excluded - clearly
sufferedd fromm the effects of inadequate utilization of food by insufficient heating. I have been
informedd that this last winter the situation became similarly difficult because the supply of
naturall gas was again postponed for some weeks. With actually only food availability
sufficientlyy covered in the food security policy of the country, general food security is still at
timess a real concern in Kyrgyzstan. The conclusion is that for Kyrgyzstan to become a full
foodd secure nation, a broader based food policy strategy should be developed.
Thee situation that urban residents are more vulnerable to the effects of land and agrarian
reformm projects might be a relative new phenomenon typical for countries in transition.
Researchh from some decades ago in Africa, Asia and Latin-America show that year round
accesss to food in many cities was better than in poorer rural regions (Barraclough [2] p. 33).
Mostt poor urban residents had access to nutritionally adequate diets. It has to be mentioned
thatt urban growth was rapid in most cities. It averaged between 5 to 8 percent yearly. Part
off the explanation was the traditional welfare net provided by extended families. Many city
residents,, especially the poorest, were recent arrivals with close family ties with better off
cityy residents as well as in the rural communities they had left. Relatives sometimes sent
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foodd from the countryside. Kyrgyz citizens seem to have less extensive and less intense
familyy ties. But what is more important, migration from rural to urban areas is absent in
Kyrgyzstan.. Total population grew with 13% between 1989 and 1999, the rural population
greww in that same period of time with 19% while urban population grew with only 4% (See
paragraphh 3.1.3 and the table in paragraph 13.2.3).

